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We investigated external-stress-induced metal-insulator phase transitions in cantilevered single-crystal VO2

nanobeams at variable temperatures using a combined theoretical and experimental approach. An atomic force
microscope was used to measure the force-displacement curve of the nanobeams, which showed nonlinearity
that signifies activation and expansion of domains of a new phase out of the old one. Superelasticity of the VO2

nanobeam and supersaturation of the phase transition were clearly observed and quantified within the general
theory of first-order phase transitions. Phase field modeling was employed to understand the energetics of the
domain formation.
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First-order phase transitions are characterized by a dis-
continuity in the first derivative of free energy and are of
great interest in materials science, physics, and chemistry.
Dynamically probing the transition in the phase space of
pressure �P�, temperature �T� and volume �V� helps to reveal
the fundamental mechanism underlying the phase transition.
A good example is the condensation-evaporation process be-
tween a liquid and its vapor. When the vapor is compressed
isothermally below the critical temperature, P first increases
following the ideal gas law, then reaches a plateau where
liquid droplets nucleate out of the vapor forming a liquid-
vapor coexisting system. In this coexisting state the com-
pressibility of the system diverges because the decrease in
total V is accounted for by the conversion of more vapor into
denser liquid rather than to increase P as in the pure ideal
gas. After completion of the transition, P increases sharply
with further reduction in V due to the low compressibility of
the liquid.1 On the other hand, on the P-T curve for the
liquid-vapor coexisting system, the slope is directly related
to the enthalpy change �latent heat, �H� of the phase transi-
tion by the Clapeyron equation.

These analyses are universally applicable to all first-order
phase transitions. First-order solid-solid phase transitions are
expected to have similar isotherms as in the conventional
vapor-liquid phase transition. However, the transition dy-
namics are not easily accessible due to the small change in
volume between these phases and extremely high pressure
needed experimentally to drive the transition. Previous work
has been largely focused on the reversible transformation
between the austenitic and martensitic phases of shape
memory alloys.2,3 Their elastic properties are remarkably
modified by the reversible motion of domain boundaries, an
effect known as superelasticity,2 similar to the divergent
compressibility of the vapor-liquid coexisting system.

This effect has been recently suggested in the first-order
metal-insulator phase transition �MIT� of VO2.4,5 In the
strain-free state, VO2 undergoes the MIT at TC

0 =341 K with
a change in conductivity of several orders of magnitude.6,7

The MIT is accompanied by a structural phase transition
from the high-temperature tetragonal phase �metallic �M�� to

the low-temperature monoclinic phase �insulating �I��, where
the sample expands along the tetragonal c-axis direction by
�0�1%.7–9 As detailed in a previous work, a uniaxial com-
pressive �tensile� stress along this direction drives the system
toward the M �I� phase,5 where the critical stress ��� needed
to trigger such transition at temperature TC follows the
uniaxial Clapeyron equation,

dTC

d�
=

�0TC
0

�H
. �1�

Our previous work has established the �-T phase diagram for
VO2 by measuring the MIT behavior of stressed VO2 micro-
beams at elevated temperatures.5 In the recent work of Wei et
al.,4 a VO2 microbeam is clamped at its two ends with fixed
length L, such that the beam is forced to move along the M-I
phase boundary line when temperature is varied, a process
analogous to the isochoric �P-T at fixed V� process of a
vapor-liquid system. Interesting physics has been discovered
such as a constant free-electron density along the M-I bound-
ary line and a mechanical signature of the MIT.4 These dis-
coveries are essential for better understanding the physics of
the MIT in VO2, which belongs to the class of so-called
strongly correlated electron materials.10 It has been long de-
bated whether the MIT in VO2 is primarily a Mott transition
or a Peierls transition,7,11 and Wei et al.’s results seem to
suggest the former. Owing to the intrinsic coupling between
their structural and electronic degrees of freedom, strongly
correlated electron materials can be better understood when
their mechanical and electromechanical properties are inves-
tigated in analogy to those in the vapor-liquid system. To
further elucidate the MIT physics in VO2, it is much desired
to probe the isothermal �P-V at fixed T� behavior of the MIT
so that a complete picture can be drawn in its three-
dimensional �-L-T phase diagram �in analogy to the P-V-T
diagram of the vapor-liquid system�. However, dynamically
varying the length of a solid up to the critical strain
���2%� is difficult as the material response can be easily
dominated by non-uniform strain distribution and/or micro-
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scopic fracturing. Nanoscale single crystals, on the other
hand, are susceptible to extraordinarily large and uniform
strain without fracture due to their small number of structural
defects compared to bulk specimens.5 In this work we syn-
thesized single-crystal VO2 nanobeam cantilevers and inves-
tigated their stress-strain response by mechanically activat-
ing and probing the MIT along the nanobeams with an
atomic force microscope �AFM�. We observed clear super-
elastic behavior of the VO2 nanobeams caused by the nucle-
ation and growth of new domains across the MIT. Other
properties such as elastic modulus and supersaturation are
also quantified. Phase-field simulations were used to confirm
that superelastic behavior is expected for the nanobeam ge-
ometries and material properties under consideration and re-
produced effectively the force-displacement data obtained in
experiment. These findings provide a full picture of the elec-
tromechanical properties of VO2 and lend insight on the
physics of its MIT.

Single-crystalline VO2 nanobeams and microbeams were
synthesized using the vapor transport method reported
previously.12,13 These beams grow along the tetragonal c axis
with �110� planes as bounding side faces.12 Here the VO2

beams of interest grew out of the edge of the SiO2 /Si sub-
strate, with one portion firmly bottom-clamped on the sub-
strate during the high-temperature growth and the other por-
tion free standing, naturally forming a cantilever, as shown in
Fig. 1�a�. When temperature is near TC

0 , the clamped portion
shows multiple M-I domains as a result of strain accumu-
lated along the beam imposed by the elastically mismatched
substrate.13 The cantilevered portion, on the other hand, is
strain free and therefore exhibits single domain behavior,
namely, abruptly switches from I phase �bright reflection� at
T�TC

0 to M phase �dark reflection� at T�TC
0 , also shown in

Fig. 1�a�.
An AFM was used to probe the mechanical behavior of

these cantilevered VO2 nanobeams. The AFM tip was in con-
tact with the VO2 beam at a force location of a away from
the clamping root, and force �f�-displacement �w� curves
were recorded by pushing the nanobeam downward at a
loading-unloading frequency of 0.1 Hz.14 The spring con-
stant of the AFM tip �ktip=36 N /m� was calibrated using a
reference cantilever, and the force location was measured
from the root using tapping mode scanning.

Figure 1�c� shows representative f-w curves of the VO2
nanobeam shown in Fig. 1�a� recorded at various tempera-
tures. At small deflections, the f-w curve is linear as ex-
pected. At large deflections �but still within the reversible
elastic regime�, the f-w curves deviates from the initial slope
and shows strong nonlinearity evidenced by kinks, as seen in
Fig. 1�c�. These kinks are reproducible upon repeated bend-
ing of the VO2 nanobeam, and occur at lower w at tempera-
tures that are closer to TC

0 . At the same degree of deflection,
no such kinks were observed when bending nanobeams with
similar size but made of materials without phase transition,
such as ZnO �not shown�.

According to elastic theory, the differential equation that
governs the deflection of a beam in small-angle deformation
is15

YId2w/dx2 = f�a − x� , �2�

where Y is the Young’s modulus and I=bh3 /12 is the mo-
ment of inertia �b is the width and h is the height of the
beam�. Solving the equation for f as a function of w, one can
define an effective spring constant of the beam, kbeam= f /w
=3YI /a3. The strain profile across the beam is given by
��	 ,x�=3w	�a−x� /a3, where 	 is the distance between the
point of interest and the neutral plane in the beam. Therefore,
the top �bottom� edge of the bent beam at its root �i.e., the
clamped end�, where 	= �h /2, x=0, is under maximum ten-
sile �compressive� stress.

The kinks on the f-w curves in Fig. 1�c� signify the onset
of the stress-induced MIT at the root of the VO2 nanobeam.
At temperatures lower than TC

0 , the bottom edge at the root of
the nanobeam will be compressively stressed with increasing
bending. At a critical compressive stress, new M domains
start to nucleate out of the original I phase, and the bottom
portion of the nanobeam root enters an M-I phase coexisting
state. As the nanobeam is further bent beyond the critical
stress, the M domains start to grow in response to the in-
creasing compression. Similar to the divergent compressibil-

FIG. 1. �Color online� �a� Optical images �top view� of a canti-
levered VO2 nanobeam grown out of the edge of quartz substrate
taken at temperatures slightly below �338 K� and above �342 K� the
natural MIT temperature. �b� Optical images of side bending a VO2

microbeam one-end clamped on substrate, showing an array of tri-
angular M domains nucleating and evolving at the root of the mi-
crobeam with increasing bending curvature. Arrows indicate small
M domains growing out of the I phase. �c� Force-displacement
curves of a VO2 cantilever measured at various temperatures. The
curves are vertically offset for clarity. The VO2 is a beam of height
h=800 nm and width b=1100 nm. The force location is a
=7 
m. Arrows shows the position of first slope change or kink on
each curves. Inset shows a schematic of the geometry.
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ity for the vapor-liquid coexisting system, a vanishing
Young’s modulus is expected from the M-I coexisting part
�bottom portion� of the nanobeam. The top portion of the
nanobeam, however, is under tension and therefore remains
in the original I phase. The overall Young’s modulus mea-
sured is the effective Young’s modulus of the composite
beam consisting of these two elastically coupled portions
across the neutral plane along the nanobeam. This explains
the lower but nonzero slope of the f-w curves beyond the
first kink �superelastic regime�. At temperatures higher than
TC

0 , similar scenario exists except that now new I domains
nucleate out of the M phase in the top portion of the nano-
beam as a result of the maximum tensile stress there, while
the bottom portion remains M phase.

In order to visualize the domain nucleation and growth
process, we bend another wider VO2 microbeam sidewise
and simultaneously image the beam using a high-
magnification optical microscope. Figure 1�b� shows the op-
tical images of such a beam slightly below TC

0 . It can be seen
that at certain critical stress, an array of triangular M do-
mains �dark� evolve out of the I phase �bright� at the com-
pressive portion near the root. With increasing bending, these
M domains grow in size at a speed that is much faster than
the bending speed, such that the domains always stay in an
equilibrium configuration during the bending. At large bend-
ing displacements, new domains also emerge at different lo-
cations in addition to the old domains growing. The nucle-
ation of these new domains may be responsible for the
second kink seen on some of the f-w curves in Fig. 1�c�.

We calculate the critical stress from the first kink on the
f-w curves and plot on the stress-temperature phase diagram
in Fig. 2�a�. The M-I phase boundary, as denoted by the
dashed line, is calculated from the Clapeyron equation using
a latent heat of the MIT of 1020 Cal/mol.6,16 The measured
critical stress points are distributed along the phase boundary
line, consistent with the Clapeyron equation and showing
supercompressing �T�TC

0 � and superstretching �T�TC
0 � ef-

fects in Fig. 2�a�. We also calculated the Young’s modulus
�Y� of VO2 from the linear part of the f-w curve at small w
at different temperatures14 �Fig. 2�b��. Y is found to be con-
stant over the full temperature range and equal to
155�15 GPa, compared to previously reported 140 GPa for
VO2 thin films.17,18 The effective Young’s modulus after in
the superelastic regime is also calculated and labeled as Ysuper

and plotted together with Y in Fig. 2�b�.
To illustrate further that the phase coexistence mechanism

described here is sufficient to explain the slope changes ob-
served on the f-w curves, the phase field approach has been
applied to understand the energetics of domain dynamics. In
the approach implemented here, the coupled phase � and
displacement fields are determined self-consistently on a
two-dimensional grid corresponding to a planar surface of
the beam with the x direction along the beam axis and the y
direction along the beam height. The phase variable � varies
from 0 �I phase� to 1 �M phase�. The phase field is evolved
from an initial random distribution via Cahn-Allen dynamics
such that the total energy given by

F��� =	 
 f��� +
�2

2
����2 +

1

2
Cijkl��ij − �ij

T������kl

− �kl
T �����dA �3�

is minimized;19 all spatial derivatives are computed numeri-
cally via second-order central finite differences, while the
temporal evolution of the phase field occurs via first-order
forward integration. In the expression above, the double-well
potential f��� describes the relative thermodynamic energy
of the M and I phases and depends on temperature.20 The
second term reflects the interfacial energy, which is taken as
isotropic here with the parameter � chosen so that the total
energy across an interface corresponds approximately to
25 mJ /m2.13 The last term represents the elastic energy
where C is the elastic modulus tensor, � is the geometric
strain, and �T is the transformation strain between the two
phases: �xx

T �� varies smoothly from 0 to −�0=−0.01 as �
varies from 0 to 1, and �xy

T =�yy
T =0 for all values of �. As the

phase field is evolved, the elastic fields are simultaneously
relaxed according to the finite-difference equations of me-
chanical equilibrium, which are solved via direct matrix in-
version. The scheme continues until the coupled displace-
ment and phase fields are obtained self-consistently.
Boundary conditions corresponding to the deflection of a
fixed-free beam with a specified terminal load are applied.

FIG. 2. �Color online� �a� Calculated stress at the root of the
VO2 beam at the measured first kink of the force-displacement
curves plotted in the stress-temperature phase space. Solid squares
and empty triangles represent the stress in the loading and unload-
ing process, respectively. The dashed line is the phase boundary
calculated from the Clapeyron equation using a latent heat �H
=1020 Cal /mol. �b� Young’s modulus of the VO2 beam measured
as a function of temperature in the elastic �squares� and superelastic
�circles� regimes.
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The temperatures are chosen so that the difference in the
thermodynamic Gibbs free energies of the M and I phases
are consistent with a latent heat of 1020 Cal/mol and an
entropy change of 2.99 Cal /mol K.21 The final vertical dis-
placement at the free end of the beam is recorded for differ-
ent applied loads at different temperatures, and in Fig. 3�a�
the computed f-w curves are shown. These curves are quali-

tatively similar in nature to those obtained experimentally,
exhibiting a slope change associated with the superelasticity
that occurs at the onset of new phase nucleation. The final
phase distribution and residual strain energy are shown in
Figs. 3�b� and 3�c� for forces corresponding to the onset of
M domains nucleation and larger. In the simulations, nucle-
ation occurs initially where the compression is the largest at
the fixed end of the beam. As the force applied is increased,
the M phase grows in response and extends along the beam
axis. The onset of the new phase occurs earlier at the transi-
tion temperature and later at temperatures away from the
transition temperature, in agreement with experimental ob-
servations in Fig. 2�a�. However, only thermodynamic equi-
librium states are considered in the modeling, therefore the
exact domain configuration �Fig. 1�b�� and the supersatura-
tion effects �Fig. 2�a�� in experiments are not described by
the modeling.

In summary, by bending a cantilevered single-crystal VO2
nanobeam with an AFM, we mechanically activated and
probed the metal-insulator phase transition at various tem-
peratures. Superelastic and supersaturation behavior of the
transition corresponding to nucleation and growth of do-
mains of new phase out of the old phase were clearly ob-
served and quantified. These results were discussed in the
general framework of first-order phase-transition theory. The
equilibrium domain structure was simulated by minimizing
the total energy of the system using phase field modeling.
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FIG. 3. �Color online� �a� Simulated force-displacement curves
for a nanobeam demonstrating the slope change that occurs at the
onset of new domain formation. �b� Domain distribution obtained
by two-dimensional phase field simulation incorporating local strain
relaxation for a beam of length 7.5 
m and height 0.75 
m. The
applied terminal load force is 20 
N, for temperatures below and
above the natural transition temperature, respectively. �c� Residual
strain energy distributions corresponding to the parameters in part
�b� illustrating how new domains relieve strain energy.
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